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A bstract. { Scale-invariantuniversalcrossing probabilitiesarestudied forcriticalanisotropic

system s in two dim ensions. For weakly anisotropic standard percolation in a rectangular-

shaped system ,Cardy’s exact form ula is generalized using a length-rescaling procedure. For

strongly anisotropic system s in 1 + 1 dim ensions,exact results are obtained for the random

walk with absorbing boundary conditions,which can be considered asa linearized m ean-�eld

approxim ation fordirected percolation.Thebond and sitedirected percolation problem isitself

studied num erically via M onteCarlo sim ulationson thediagonalsquarelatticewith eitherfree

orperiodicboundary conditions.A scale-invariantcriticalcrossing probability isstillobtained,

which is a universalfunction ofthe e�ective aspect ratio re� = cr where r = L=t
z
,z is the

dynam icalexponentand c isa non-universalam plitude.

Introduction. { The study ofuniversalcrossing probabilities in the standard random

percolation problem atcriticalityhasbeen thesubjectofm uch interestoverthelastdecade[1{

6](see ref.[7]fora review). Atthe percolation threshold,pc,on a rectangularlattice with

length Lk and width L? ,theprobability tohaveatleastoneclustercrossingthesystem in one

ofthe two directions(orin both)isa scale-invariantquantity in the continuum lim itwhere

the lattice spacing a ! 0. Actually,the crossing probability isa function �(r)ofthe aspect

ratio,r = L? =Lk,and dependsalso on the boundary conditions.Itrem ainsuniversalin the

sense thatitdoesnotdepend on the lattice type orwhetherone isconsidering site,bond or

site-bond percolation.

Following the pioneering num ericalwork ofLanglands et al.[1],Cardy [2]obtained an

analyticalexpression for the crossing probability between opposite sides ofa rectangle. He

com bined the correspondence between percolation and the lim it q ! 1 ofthe q-state Potts

m odel[8]with boundaryconform al� eld theorytechniquestocalculatethecrossingprobability

between two segm entson the boundary ofa half-plane atcriticality. A conform alm apping

could then beused to transform the half-planeresultinto therectangulargeom etry.Cardy’s

and another crossing probability form ula have been recently proven rigorously [4]. M onte

Carlo [5]and exact results [6]have been obtained for the probability to � nd n incipient

spanning clustersconnecting two disjointsegm entsatthe boundary ofa � nite system .M ore
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recently,crossing probabilitieson sam e-spin Ising clustersin two dim ensionshave been also

considered [9].

Let us notice that the existence ofa scale-invariantcrossing probability is not a trivial

result. In the case ofordinary percolation,forexam ple,itislinked to the vanishing,in the

lim itq ! 1,ofthe scaling dim ension x(q)ofa boundary condition changing operatorofthe

Pottsm odel[2].

In thisletter,we investigate the behaviourofcrossing probabilitiesin anisotropiccritical

system s. W e � rst give an exact treatm ent ofweakly anisotropic standard percolation. W e

show how a length rescaling technique,which has been used in other contexts [10],allows

to generalize Cardy’sexactresults in this situation. Then we turn to crossing probabilities

in strongly anisotropic system s. To ourknowledge,such problem shave notbeen considered

before,atleastwith the appropriate anisotropic scaling analysis. W e startwith the random

walk with absorbing boundary conditionsin the continuum lim itwhich can be considered as

a linearized m ean-� eld approxim ation [11]fordirected percolation [12{14]and illustrateson

an exactly solvable exam ple the behaviourofthe crossing probability in strongly anisotropic

system s.Finally wepresenttheresultsofM onteCarlosim ulationsforthecrossingprobability

in directed percolation,a strongly anisotropicproblem which hasso farde� ed allattem ptsat

an exactsolution,even in two dim ensions.

W eakly anisotropic percolation. { W econsidertherandom bond percolation on a square

lattice with anisotropic bond occupation probabilities. The system is rectangular and the

bond probability is pk (p? ) in the direction parallelto the side with length Lk (L? ). The

correlation lengths,�k = �̂kt
� �,�? = �̂? t

� �,diverge along the criticalline where t= 0 with

thesam eexponent� forboth directionsbutdi� erentam plitudeŝ�k and �̂? .Theisotropy can

be restored [10]by rescaling the lattice param eteranisotropically so that�kak = �? a? . The

aspectratio r isthen changed into an e� ective one

re� =
L? a?

Lkak
=
L? =�?

Lk=�k
=

�̂k

�̂?
r: (1)

In the second expression the e� ective aspectratio involvesthe lengthsm easured in units of

the corresponding correlation lengths.

The criticalam plitude ratio c = �̂k=�̂? ,which is non-universal,is known for the q-state

Pottsm odelon the squarelattice[15].In the percolation lim it,q! 1,oneobtains:

c= tan
3u

2
;

sinu

sin(�=3� u)
=

pck

1� pck
=
1� pc?

pc?
; (2)

which solves the problem for a weak anisotropy. W hen the anisotropy axis is not parallel

to one edge ofthe rectangle,the rescaling leads to an isotropic system with the shape ofa

parallelogram .

Random walk. { Standard conform alm ethodsdo notapply in strongly anisotropicsys-

tem s.The sim plestexam pleofsuch a system isthe random walk in 1+ 1 dim ensions,which

m ay be considered asa directed walk in space-tim e.In the continuum lim it,the probability

density P (x;t)satis� esthe di� usion equation

@P

@t
= D

@2P

@x2
: (3)
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Fig. 1 { Crossing probability in the tim e direction for a random walk with absorbing boundary

conditions at l = 0 and L and a uniform initial probability density at t = 0. r = L
2
=t is the

scale-invariantaspectratio ofthe system and D = 1.

W e assum e a uniform initialprobability density P (x;0)= 1=L and absorbing boundary con-

ditionsatx = 0 and L.Thesolution isthen obtained asthe following eigenvalueexpansion:

P (x;t)=

1X

p= 0

4

(2p+ 1)�L
sin

h

(2p+ 1)
�x

L

i

exp

�

�
(2p+ 1)2�2D t

L2

�

: (4)

O n the rectangleL � t,the crossing probability in the tim e direction isgiven by:

�rwt =

Z L

0

P (x;t)dx =

1X

p= 0

8

(2p+ 1)2�2
exp

�

�
(2p+ 1)2�2D t

L2

�

: (5)

Thus the crossing probability shown in � g.1 is a universalfunction ofthe scaled variable

cLz=t,productofthe aspectratio r = Lz=t,where z = 2 isthe dynam icalexponentforthe

random walk,by the non-universalinversedi� usion constantc= D� 1.

In strongly anisotropicsystem s,such a behaviourgenerally followsfrom anisotropicscal-

ing [16].Underthe anisotropicscaletransform ation,L0= L=b,t0= t=bz,the crossing proba-

bility behavesas:

�t(L;t)= b� x� t �t

�
L

b
;
t

bz

�

: (6)

For a dim ensionless crossing probability,x�t = 0,one obtains the scale-invariantbehaviour

m entioned abovewith b= L.

The probability density for a walker starting at t = 0 with uniform probability on the

segm ent[0;L]to dieattim e tisgiven by

�
d�rwt

dt
=
8D

L2

1X

p= 0

exp

�

�
(2p+ 1)2�2D t

L2

�

=
4D

L2
#2

�

exp

�

�
4�2D t

L2

��

; (7)

where #2(u)=
P + 1

p= � 1
u(p+ 1=2)

2

isa Jacobitheta function.

Since the linearized m ean-� eld approxim ation fordirected percolation [11,13]isalso gov-

erned by thedi� usion equation (3),them ean-� eld crossingprobabilityfordirected percolation

isgiven by (5)when the aspectratio issu� ciently sm all.
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Fig.2 { (a) Crossing probability �
dp

t
in the tim e direction as a function of the logarithm of the

aspectratio r= L
z
=tforsiteand bond directed percolation on thediagonalsquarelatticewith either

periodicorfreeboundary conditionsin thespacedirection.TheL sitesarewetatt= 0.(b)Shifting

the curves for the site problem s by the sam e am ount,the data collapse on a single scale-invariant

universalcurve foreach type ofboundary conditions.

Directed percolation. { The criticalcrossing probability in the tim e direction,�
dp

t ,has

been studied via M onteCarlosim ulationsforbond and sitedirected percolation on thesquare

lattice,with the tim e axis along the diagonaldirection. Space and tim e coordinates take

integerand half-integervaluesalternatively on successive spatialrowsand t� 0. There are

two directed bondsleaving a site at(x;t)and term inating on the sitesat(x � 1=2;t+ 1=2).

Sitesm ay bewetordry and a directed percolation clusterisa collection ofconnected wet

sitesstarting from som e source att= 0 [12{14]. In the bond problem ,bondsare open with

probability p. A site iswetattim e t+ 1=2 when itisconnected through an open bond to a

site which waswetattim e t. In the site problem ,sitesare occupied with probability p and

allthe bondsare open.A site iswetattim e t+ 1=2 when itisoccupied and connected to a

site which waswetattim e t. A scale-invariantcrossing probability isobtained when allthe

sitesarewetin the initialstateatt= 0.

Thecriticalcrossingprobability wascalculated for106 sam pleswith sizesL = 23 to28 and

di� erentvaluesofthe aspectratio,r = Lz=t,ranging from r ’ 2� 5 to 25. The percolation

thresholds pbondc = 0:644700185(5),psitec = 0:70548522(4)and the dynam icalexponent z =

1:580745(10)were taken from ref.[17]. Either periodic boundary conditions (PBC) or free

boundary conditions (FBC) were used at l= 1 and L. The sam ples were grouped into 20

packets in order to evaluate the errors on �
dp

t . The raw data �
dp

t versus lnr are shown in

� g.2a for the largest sizes. The statisticalerrors are actually sm aller than the size ofthe

sym bols.The scaleinvarianceism anifestand � nite sizecorrectionsto the leading behaviour

arequiteweak.Thereisa shiftin lnrbetween thecurvesforsiteand bond percolation which

isthesam eforPBC and FBC.Asshown in � g.2b,an universalcurveisobtained foreach type

ofboundary condition after the curvescorresponding to the site problem have been shifted

by the sam eam ount.

In thisstrongly anisotropicproblem ,thecorrelation lengths,�? in thespacedirection and
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Fig.3 { Non-universalam plitude ratio cb=cs asde�ned in eq.(9)asa function ofthe inverse ofthe

system size L. The dotted line corresponds to a cubic (quadratic)�tofthe data for periodic (free)

boundary conditions.

�k in the tim e direction,divergeas

�? = �̂? jp� pcj
� � ; �k = �̂kjp� pcj

� z� : (8)

Thus,generalizing the behaviourforthe weakly anisotropic system in eq.(1),foreach type

ofboundary conditions,i= F B C orP B C ,oneexpectsthecrossing probability �
dp

t to bean

universalfunction fi(re�)ofthe scale-invariantratio

re� =
(L=�? )

z

t=�k
= cr; c=

�̂k

(̂�? )
z
; (9)

in agreem entwith anisotropicscaling in eq.(6).Asaboveforweakly anisotropicpercolation

and fortherandom -walk,theconstantcisnon-universaland takesdi� erentvalues,cs and cb,

forthe siteand bond directed percolation on the diagonalsquarelattice.

Foragiventypeofboundaryconditions,thecrossingprobability�
dp

t isthesam eforcouples

ofvaluesoftheaspectratiors and rb such thattheargum entsoftheuniversalfunction fi(re�)

are the sam e forthe site and bond problem s. Thishappenswhen csrs = cbrb. Thus,with a

logarithm icscale,the two curveshavea relativeshift

lnrs� lnrb = ln

�
cb

cs

�

: (10)

This shift was estim ated for the di� erent sizes for 6 points in the ascending part ofthe

the curves. Since the pointsfor the site and bond problem scorrespond to slightly di� erent

ordinates,a direct estim ation ofthe shift was not possible. Instead we used a polynom ial

interpolation forthe curve corresponding to the bond problem and the value ofthe abscissa

associatedwith thecom m onvalueoftheordinatewasdeterm ined throughthetangentm ethod.

The results for the ratio ofnon-universalam plitudes as a function ofthe inverse size are

shown in � g.3 forPBC and FBC.They convergefrom aboveand from below to thecom m on

asym ptotic value

cb

cs
= 1:281(1); (11)
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corresponding to theshiftlnrs� lnrb = 0:2476(8)which wasused to obtain thedata collapse

in � g.2b.

Finalrem arks. { The sam e universalcrossing probability isobtained forany � nite ho-

m ogeneousdensity ofwetsitesin theinitialstateatt= 0 although the� nite-sizecorrections

to the leading scale-invariant behaviour is stronger at large values ofr (sm allt) when the

initialdensity decreases. W ith a single wet site at l= L=2 in the initialstate,i.e.,for an

asym ptotically vanishing initialdensity,thecrossingprobability rem ainsa function ofre� but

the scale-invarianceislost,�
dp

t decaying asL� �=�.The probability �
dp

t (n)to � nd n clusters

crossing the system in the tim e direction atpc hasbeen also studied. Details willbe given

elsewhere.

Thiswork can be extended by considering the crossing probability on sam e-spin clusters

in strongly anisotropicspin system s,likethethree-dim ensionaluniaxialANNNIm odelatthe

Lifshitz point,for which presum ably exactresults for the form ofthe correlation functions,

following from a generalization oflocalscaleinvariance[18],havebeen obtained recently [19].

� � �

Theauthorwishesto thank Lev Shchur fora stim ulating introductory talk aboutspan-

ning clusters.
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